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The Franklin K. Lane Memorial Fund takes its name from Franklin Knight Lane (1864–1921), a distinguished Californian who was successively New York correspondent for the San Francisco Chronicle, City and County Attorney of San Francisco, member and later chairman of the United States Interstate Commerce Commission, and Secretary of the Interior in the cabinet of President Woodrow Wilson.

The general purposes of the endowment are to promote “better understanding of the nature and working of the American system of democratic government, particularly in its political, economic and social aspects,” and the “study and development of the most suitable methods for its improvement in the light of experience.”

Lane Studies in Regional Government:

Metropolitan Winnipeg: Politics and Reform of Local Government, by Meyer Brownstone and T. J. Plunkett


Governing the London Region: Reorganization and Planning in the 1960s, by Donald L. Foley

Governing Metropolitan Toronto: A Social and Policy Analysis, by Albert Rose
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